
APPFXDIX A --ERROR AMPLIFIER AND COMPENSATION NETWORK DESIGN

The error amplifier with its associated compensation network completes the
closed loop system by comparing the output voltage to a voltage reference at the
input of the error amplifier and feeding the inverse of the amplified error
signal back to the control input. The compensation networks provide phase leads
and lags at appropriate frequencies to cancel excess phase lags and leads of the

power circuit. The goal is to obtain an overall loop gain characteristic
approaching that of a single pole, rolling off -20 dB/decade with 90° phase lag
with the gain crossing 0 dB at high frequency (appx. fs/4).

Sin21e Pole To1>olo2ies. The circuit of Figure A-1 provides essentially a flat
gain characteristic with zero phase shift (not including normal 180° negative
feedback). One or two poles are introduced at high frequency to compensate for
power circuit zeros. Figure A-1 is intended for use with all power circuits
which have single pole filter characteristic. This includes all topologies in
the discontinuous inductor current mode (regardless of control method) and all
continuous mode topologies when used with current mode control.

Pole #1. Rf and Cf. compensates for the zero of the output filter capacitor ESR
in the power circuit.

Pole #2 compensates for the right-half-plane zero that occurs with continuous
mode boost and flyback topologies. Rp should be one tenth of Ri to avoid
interaction between poles 1 and 2. Pole #2 is not used (Rp and Cp are omitted)
with topologies whichhave no right-half-plane zero, such as the continuous mode
buck regulator and all discontinuous power circuits.

Resistor Rref should be equal to the net DC resistance seen by the EtA inverting
input (Rd in parallel with Ri> in order to cancel input voltage offset caused by
amplifier input bias current.

Resistor Rd forms a voltage divider with Ri and Rp when the regulated output
voltage, Vo, is larger then Vref. Rd simply provides a DC offset. It has
absolutely !l.Q. effect M 19.QP.. .&.!i!!;. This is because under normal operation, the
voltage on the inverting input is a DC voltage always within a millivolt or two
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of Vref applied to the non-inverting input. DC current flows through Rd. but no
AC current. Rd sets the DC input voltage level. but does not effect the gain.

Two Pole Topologies. The circuit of Figure A-2 is intended for power circuits
which have a two-pole filter characteristic -all continuous inductor current
mode topologies when 1!Q.t using current mode control. Pole #3 is used with the
flyback and boost circuits to compensate for their right-half-plane zero which
would otherwise flatten out the gain curve at high frequency. Pole #3 (Rp.Cp)
is omitted in buck regulator applications. Pole #2 is used in all cases tocompensate the filter capacitor ESR zero. ,

Zero #2 is required to cancel one of the two filter poles. Unfortunately. this
usually reduces the low frequency gain below the gain required to meet DC
regulation requirements. Pole #1 is added to boost the low frequency gain.
Zero #1 is then required to cancel Pole #1 when the filter pole frequency is
reached. Zeros #1 and #2 are often placed at one-half the filter pole frequency
to provide anticipatory phase shift. This is because the two pole second order
resonant filter can have an extremely rapid phase shift at the pole frequency.
This whole mess is avoided by using current mode control and/or discontinuous
inductor current operation.

Pole #1 frequency is determined by Cf and Rf. However, in most cases Rf is
omitted (open), which would predict the gain rising to infinity at fp1 = 0. In

reality, the gain cannot exceed the error amplifier capability, and fp1 occurs
where the gain curve intersects this limit at a frequency below 1 Hz.
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A1 though well-designed compensa tion networks similar to Figure A-2 will provide
excellent regulation and small-signal dynamic performance. the input capacitor.
Ci. severely impairs large signal transient performance. This is because in all
the continuous inductor current mode circuits. the inductor current cannot keep
up with large step changes in load current. The rate of change of inductor
current depends on the excess volt-seconds available when the duty cycle is at
its max. limit. It ma}- take up to 10 or 20 switching periods for the inductor
current to follow a step change from half to full load. especially at low Vin.
During this time. the error amplifier is driven into its bounds (max Vc). and
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the closed loop is temporarily 'open'. The voltage at the inverting input is no
longer held equal to Yref, and Ci and Cf will charge to abnormal voltage levels.
When the inductor current reaches the new value and the loop is again able to
resume functioning, the error voltage on Ci causes a corresponding error in Yo.
Further, the time constant for recovery, CiRiz' may be milliseconds.

The circuit of Figure A-l does not have this problem because there is no Ci and
the circuit can recover almost immediately. The only capacitors are small with
relatively high frequency poles with much shorter time constants. This is' a
good recommendation for discontinuous mode power circuits and current mode
control of continuous mode circuits which can be compensated with Figure A-l.

Minimum Load Resistance. Be careful not to use too small a value of feedback
resistance, Rf' and/or other loading on the output of the error amplifier.
~ amplifier (whether voltage or transconductance type) has a maximum source
and sink output current capability. If the load impedance is too small, the
ability to swing the output over the desired range will be restricted. For
example, the UC1524A is limited to 100 I1A source or sink current. An output
load resistance less than 25 K will limit the output voltage swing to less than
the 2.5 volts necessary to swing the duty cycle over the full range.

Gain Limits. After the desired EtA compensation network has been designed and
plotted, make sure the indended error amplifier can provide the gain required at
low and high frequencies. The high frequency end of the error amplifier gain
characteristic is a -20 dBtdecade slope crossing 0 dB at the specified unity
gain-bandwidth frequency. This slope terminates at lower frequencies at the

specified open loop voltage gain.

Transconductance Amplifiers. Although the open loop output impedance of a
transconductance type error amplifier is high, the closed loop gain is
determined by the feedback impedance ratio, Zf/Zi' exactly the same as with a
voltage mode amplifier. Both types of amplifiers have source/sink current
limits which determine the minimum load impedance that can be driven without
limiting the output voltage swing. The one difference between amplifier types
is: the open loop voltage gain (the feedback gain limit) of the voltage type
amplifier is fixed, whereas the open loop voltage gain of the transconductance
amplifier is gmRL, and varies with output load (note the feedback resistor is an
output load). Curves shown on the UC1524A data sheet illustrate this point. If
the required gain runs into the gain limit, it can be raised by increasing all
the impedances of the compensation network.

glove Compensation. Recommended for all continuous mode regulators with current
mode control, although not necessary for stability when duty cycle is less than
50%. Ideal slope compensation is achieved by introducing a ramp whose slope is
one-half the downslope of the current ramp. It can be either a negative going
ramp superimposed on the current programming voltage (the output of the error
amplifier), or a positive ramp added to the current ramp. For example, a 0.2 V
ramp is easily added to the current ramp by a 10:1 voltage divider in series
with the input of the current amplifier, taken from the 2 Volt UC1846 oscillator

ramp.

TABLE A-l UC1524A
UC1525A!27A
UC1526

3
.002
37 dE
66 dE
2.5
30K

UCl840 UCl846

3 0.8Gain-Bandwidth (r.nIz)
Transconductance (gm)
Open Loop Gain (30K load)
Open Loop Gain (1M load)
Full Output Swing (V)
Min Load R for Full Swing

66 dB
66 dB
3.5
15K

80 dB

>80 dB

3.5

10K
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make changes to their products or to discontinue
any product or service without notice, and advise customers to obtain the latest version of relevant information
to verify, before placing orders, that information being relied on is current and complete. All products are sold
subject to the terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment, including those
pertaining to warranty, patent infringement, and limitation of liability.

TI warrants performance of its products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in accordance with
TI’s standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are utilized to the extent TI deems necessary
to support this warranty. Specific testing of all parameters of each device is not necessarily performed, except
those mandated by government requirements.

Customers are responsible for their applications using TI components.

In order to minimize risks associated with the customer’s applications, adequate design and operating
safeguards must be provided by the customer to minimize inherent or procedural hazards.

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. TI does not warrant or represent
that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or other
intellectual property right of TI covering or relating to any combination, machine, or process in which such
products or services might be or are used. TI’s publication of information regarding any third party’s products
or services does not constitute TI’s approval, license, warranty or endorsement thereof.

Reproduction of information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without
alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations and notices.  Representation
or reproduction of this information with alteration voids all warranties provided for an associated TI product or
service, is an unfair and deceptive business practice, and TI is not responsible nor liable for any such use.

Resale of TI’s products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters  stated by TI for
that product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service,
is an unfair and deceptive business practice, and TI is not responsible nor liable for any such use.

Also see: Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale for Semiconductor Products. www.ti.com/sc/docs/stdterms.htm
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Dallas, Texas 75265
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